My Mama
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My Mama told me to paddle my own canoe. Now, I am telling the same thing to you.

In the midst of all this madness and chaos and claim and counterclaim and rumors and theories of all kinds, stand firm. There are just two questions to answer.

(1) Are you an American?

(2) Do the codes, regulations, statutes, etc., being presented by pundits like "the Mayor of Chicago" apply to you? (Hint: not if you are an American.)

Well, I have already told you why you need to declare and record your natural birthright status as an American --- a diatribe necessitated by and summed up by the Nationality Act of 1940 which impacted the (Municipal) United States "citizenry" and prepared them to be sacrificed as scapegoats in the Second World War.

This motive and this legislation is what created the "presumption" that you, Joe Average American, are a Municipal US citizen. It's the reason you have to get up off your couch and declare otherwise.

There's a lot of housekeeping left over from the Second World War, because the nature of the Congress changed between 1940 and 1948, owing to yet more "federal" bankruptcies and bank corruption, new treaties, and politics on steroids.

The evil Congress of 1940 dissolved like the Wicked Witch of the West in 1948, leaving the Victory Tax on autopilot, leaving behind liability for the Buck Act and also the illegal conscription of the military draft, aka, press-ganging, they engaged in. In 1948, a brand new Congress operating in the Commercial Jurisdiction of the Air opened up shop and the boom times were on....

Similar to what happened after the Civil War, we were treated to a Waltz-Me-Around-Again-Willy after the First World War and the Second World War, and now, too --- with Chinese Corporations buying bankrupt US CORPORATIONS that claim
to own assets they don't own as pay-off for debts unrelated to the actual asset owners.

At each turn, the "Congresses" changed, and went to other venues, leaving behind decades of dirty laundry, but conveniently for them, there is nobody left in that jurisdiction to clean up the mess.

Take a good look.

After the Civil War, Congress went to Admiralty. (Sea)
After the First World War, Congress went to Maritime. (Air)
During the Second World War, Congress went to Admiralty. (Sea)
After the Second World War, Congress went to Maritime. (Air)
And now, they are beating feet back to Admiralty, again. (Sea)

Each time they do this, they leave unresolved gunk behind where it festers and simmers for decades -- but they don't care, because they left it behind for the rest of us to deal with.

Ours to deal with the unrepealed Victory Tax.
Ours to deal with the Nationality Act.
Ours to deal with the Buck Act.

And if you inquire, pointedly, you will be told that yes, it's ours to deal with, because nobody else can. The Congress presiding over that jurisdiction vacated it, and so there is no way to address the harmful legislation and liabilities involved.

None of this has a thing to do with the land and soil jurisdiction. It's all misbehavior in the Air and Water domains of the Federal citizenry -- not us, if we have sense enough to know that we are not Federal citizens. And also know that their debts and their laws don't apply to us.

This is why LAW has been reduced to AW.

Absolutely all of this corruption and the Congresses creating and supporting it, are operating in the domains of Air and Water. Not Land. Not soil.

Now, the cretins want to make you responsible for their wrong-doing and their spending sprees, but by the same token, you reasonably want to toss that responsibility back on them.

And you have every right to do so.

The one thing that you cannot do, is acquiesce and do nothing.

Many Americans are doing nothing, or nothing effective, out of sheer ignorance.
They don't know that they are in the bull's eye to pay off British and Papist debts, even at the cost of their lives.

Literally --- the cost, as in dollars and cents, profits, taxes, insurance payments, probate, and patent claims.

The one thing that takes you and your assets out of the maelstrom these crooks have created is to return to the land and soil.

Come home to Kansas, Dorothy. And shut the screen door.

Every time someone gets "vaccinated" they become a Genetically Modified Organism -- a GMO, owned and patented by a corporation. They are no longer a "man of God" but a "man of Test Tube", because their blood has been polluted with fragments of man-made mRNA.

What happens when you own a man by any means? He is your slave. And slaves are very, very valuable assets. The GMO Patent Holder stands to gain not only the man's body and labor, but his progeny and his personal assets, his land, his home, his businesses, and his public share of resources, too.

When he dies, and the man-made mRNA also guarantees that result, they probate his estate in their interest, and voila --- private ownership of anything ceases to exist.

That corporation acting as the GMO Patent Holder, in turn, is owned by a parent corporation, which is owned by a foreign holding company, which is owned by a bank, which is owned by another holding company, which is owned by the Holy See.

Rome wins and continues on its age-old practice of supporting itself via slaves. Only this time, they plan to own the entire world as a slave kingdom, and they can do it, so long as the rest of us remain limp and silent as boiled frogs.

Many people have noticed that so-called Public Bankruptcies are followed by wars. Many have speculated that the wars are to make profit and rebuild economies through arms sales and similar activities. While that may be true, they are missing the Bigger Game.

What is the most precious commodity?

Life.

So, therefore, what do the monsters buy and sell at the highest game tables?

Lives and souls. That's what changes hands in Rome.
And all these wars that follow the bankruptcies are to pay back debts, at the whopping rate of $400 million on average, per body.

Wars and genocide are what happen when you are worth more dead than alive.

So, once again, I say to you all --- this is not rocket science. Debase your intellect for a few minutes to think like a rat, and it is more than self-evident.

Ninety percent of the health care expenses of an average lifetime are accrued in the last three years of that life. In the case of the Baby Boomers, it's an unimaginable amount of money.

The Vermin are collecting the life insurance policies they placed on you as purported Wards of their "States of State" even before you are actually dead, based on their guarantees to insurance companies that you will be dead ahead of time, and those insurance companies will not have to pay for your lingering end-of-life expenses.

What else do you think the $950T in Life Force Value Annuities paid to Prince Philip was about? What's a "Life Force Value Annuity" but an insider bet?

They can kill slaves, also known as "Transhumans" and/or Human GMOs with impunity, under both Canon and Commercial Law, because based on their own pollution of the human genome, they can claim to own you via patent, and they can claim that such "persons" have no rights as men, nor even as humans.

These are the facts, Ma'am, already established by the US SUPREME COURT.

So long as you allow these foreign, for-profit, "government services corporations" to claim you as property, you and your country will be abused.

This is why it's important to know and to claim and to record your birthright political status as an American.

This is why resisting the entire presumption that you owe obedience to their corporations is necessary.

Go to: www.TheAmericanStatesAssembly.net and get started hauling your chestnuts out of the fire.
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